
Today people believe, because of the MEDIA,

 … they will be killed by fresh air, sunlight and hugs. 

 People are wearing the mask, because of a PHONY VIRUS.

WATCH THIS SHORT VIDEO

MASKerade AT THE CDC - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvaK6w-jyDc


Our ancestors children were allowed to roll in a chemical free lawn and 
dirt, use a hose to clean off the dirt and aren’t slathered in sunscreen 
chemicals. Our ancestors survived the Spanish Flu because they were 
poor or weren’t in the military. No one could afford the massive aspirin 
they buy today and definitely weren’t taking vaccines. They were the 
cheapest people on the planet because of what they went thru.

In the Doctors office … there would be many secret notes put in your 
chart with words like hypochondriac and if you had kids and sent them 
in to be tested perhaps “Müchausen”.

If you went to your Doctor asking to be tested for something you have no 
symptoms for, what would you be called?

It is insane … if I post on my social media about healing the body in 
natural ways … it may be deleted as “dangerous”, when others can post 
articles, pictures of violence, pedophilia, killing police officers without 
censorship.

Translated from German 

Used Mask were tested in Switzerland. 
The result was devastating. 

https://amp.blick.ch/wirtschaft/gebrauchte-exemplare-getestet-so-gruusig-ist-ihre-corona-maske-wirklich

https://amp.blick.ch/wirtschaft/gebrauchte-exemplare-getestet-so-gruusig-ist-ihre-corona-maske-wirklich-id16096358.html


The consumer magazine “K-Tipp” removed the masks
from 20 public transport commuters and tested them in the laboratory.

The result was devastating.  

The masks are full of bacteria and mold. The reason: masks act like 
filters, the air you breathe flows through the fibers of the tissue.

This has consequences: bacteria and fungi get stuck.

They multiply quickly in a warm, damp mask environment.

The "K-Tipp" tests show that most commuters wear
their masks for several days or even weeks.

Many say they don't want to produce unnecessary waste. 11 of the 20 
masks tested contained more than 100,000 bacterial colonies. Three of 

them more than a million.

Pneumonia and meningitis, but that's not all:
the microbiologists also found staphylococci on 14 of the 20 masks.

The bacteria can cause pneumonia and brain infections.

The “K-Tip” also found mold and yeast on 15 of the 20 masks tested.

According to the BAG, these can lead to irritation of the respiratory tract 
and eyes.

There is only one thing: to follow the instructions of the
FOPH and to replace masks as soon as they become damp. (pbe)



Infection as a result of mask wearing ...

Girl got staph and is critical condition from wearing a mask.






